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liquid
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is applied
applied to skin
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During
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During the few
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product needs
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complete repose,
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for the lotion
lotion must
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Coty
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effect
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own, for in addition
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helps to rereprotective barrier
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tain the skin's
skin's natural
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If this
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a
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water
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drop
water renews the
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action. A new application
application
holding action,
of the
the lotion
lotion applied
applied two or
three
or three
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maintains the "wrinkle"wrinkletimes a day maintains
Ircc
illusion,"
free illusion."
Prices
products entering
entering
Prices of the products
the competition
competition
vary somewhat.
somewhat.
vary
Caty's
Linc Away,
Away, Hclcnc
Helene Curtis'
Curtis'
Coty's Line
Magic
Secret
and
Max
Factor's
Magic Secret and Max Factor's
product
for $5,
Faeproduct will sell for
$5. Max
Max Factor
introductory offer
offer of
tor has an introductory
$3.95, however.
however. Revlon's
Revlon's product
product
will cost
cost $4.50. Hazel
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the economy
economy entry,
entry, to sell for
for
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in the United
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The potential
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number of
female buyers
would be
number
el' female
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near
million. This generally
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follows the population
follows
populaüon line, accordaccordBob Decker,
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ing to Dab
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director
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handling buys
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Coty product.
for the
product.
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not
for introducing
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time the effects
effects begin
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show. The
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actual commercial
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For
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process
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Then one-minute
of the cameras.
cameras. Then
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extracted. The
nine
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The whole
whole nine
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were kept
kept on file, however.
minutes
however.
The success
wrinkle prepThe
success of the wrinkle
preparations will depend
receparations
depend on their
their reception these
tion
these first
first few months.
months. UnforUnfortunately, if April
tunately,
April showers
showers bring
bring
also wash
May flowers,
flowers, they
they also
W~\sh away
away
lotions.
■
the wrinkle
wrinkle lotions.
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$2.95.

It has been
been published
published that
that the
the
product
costs peanuts
peanuts to produce,
produce,
product costs
and
therefore
is slated
slated for
for .exand therefore
extrcrncly
prices on the market.
market.
tremely high prices
Product managers
managers interviewed
Product
interviewed by
Sponsok refute
SPONSOR
refute this idea.
idea. McCartMcCartncy,
speaking for Hclenc
Helene Curtis,
Curtis,
ney. speaking
says
it is one of the highest
highest costing
costing
says it
products to produce,
products
produce, and the margin
margin
of profit
profit is
is below
below average
average for coscosmetic products.
metic
products.
Thi:
importance of everyone
everyone havhavThe importance
ing a good
good product
product is
is stressed
stressed by
McCartney. If a woman
McCurtney.
woman tries
tries and
it doesn't
doesn't work,
work, she may
may not
not try
others and
the whole
others
and throw
throw out
out the
whole
lotions.
idea of wrinkle-smoothing
wrinkle-smoothing lotions.
Mct.'urrncy
has sampled
sampled
McCartney says he has
batches of competitors'
hatches
competitors· lotions
louons and
and
they do not all work.
thi:y
work. "It
"It is possible
possible
that they rushed
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rushed the
(he product
product during
during
its production
production at times,"
times," he says.
"If that
"If
that happens
happen" the lotion
Intinn is just
just.
not effective.
effective. It can't
can't be
he rushed."
rushed."
Market for the product
Market
product is women
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